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,B�ت @+7? در <.رد =%$>; /�-:" در ا89(,67(ن؟ 23(1�%0" /.-" د,+( *()' در ا%$#" : ! �زاد

<O23 . PQ./ RS.ص ز3(ن ا,JM+7'. ار%3 L( -(<K+3 "I ا):HI>'JJ.ف !>; و <( ا%F>ر س�وC(ر د
K67ه �خ.63 K>)9 '> '7+JM,ا "C '%)7C در ا89(,67(ن ;<C ان�از ا% "C KV '> دم�> ،"C ?7%ا .

K>)9 ':, '9(رس "C ?7%ا Y0Z> ز%(د، در =%$>; ز%(د ,+(ز . <$6 ( 3(ز ;<$%= RS> ت�B, "3 '(و
  اه> C�د /�-:"، در ا89(,67(ن؟خ.اه> دا!L+6؟ و ز%(د ر!> خ.

در ا89(,67(ن %0' از < :6�K% @+\ه(%' C" <( ه:' *()' ]�ورت . ر!>!" ,:' L>)9: ز3+>;
C '%)7C" ه:'  3" خ(1� ازC . "0%" ا%�; <( ,>ار%L. دار%L،  ار/_(1(ت خ.ب اس? 3( د,+([ 3+�ون

K!)3 "6 و %( 23.ا%K 3" درس6' ار/_(3 "/)1�Q�ار <' K$C =د<(%' ,+J3)Q "C K67+? ه:' C(ر; دا!
K63 ر; ا,#(م)C ':و . ه L+: `3 ;ز3(ن ازو,( ر L+,63.ا )> "C ?و %0' از را; ه([ ار/_(1(ت ه:' اس

K: `3 ;ز3(ن <(ر K,او,( 63.ا  . L+,63.ا a%�1 ]و از ا L+>)`3 ;و <( از او,( ر K>)`3 ;�> او,( ز3(ن
، راد%.س?، ا[ @+\ه(س?، ا%$( خ. 3' از او رواc3 خ.د; <L+$C L0b، د%M" خ. /J.%\%.ن اس?

اخ6+(رش از دس? <( ر69"، و *()' 3" دس? %f =د<(%' ا69(د; O/ f% "C.ر 73+(ر d+#e و 
L+63 �++8/ L+,6.ا+:, 'Vاز <( 3" د,+( دادن و اور; 3" ا[ س(د d%�h . �++8/ L+,ا<( ز3(ن، ز3(," <+6.ا

L+63 . "3 iC j+از%0" /(ز; اس? و ه �د;3" خ(1�9+? . ا[ /.-" ,0�k ه$.ز "C ?7%\+@ f% و
 PQ./ ),ر;، ,'؟ ه$.ز او)> K$C '> ول�6$C "C '%)وه�وه([ خ(ر-' %( ,+�!" در <( ,>%>ن ,+�8++/
از[ ر; ,>ارن C" <( 23.اه+L از را; ز3(ن خ.د، %f /8++� در د,+( 3+(ر%L و در د%> د,+( در <.رد 

L%ه67" =. خ.د 3+(ر= )> �Vا �3" ا[ خ(1 "C L%9+6" دار�k ]ا )> "C L+$C ?3)و ث L+$C وع�ه67" !
/cJ7 دا!L+!)3 "6 3" ز3(ن خ.د و 3( اس6`(د; از ز3(ن خ.د و /cJ7 دا!L+!)3 "6 3" ز3(ن ازو,( و از 

 a%�1 ]ا  
 <`(ه+:" ا,F6(ل L+63: ! �زاد

. .%\%.ن و i0e ,_(!"و /$ ( وس+J" ار/_(1(ت و ا,F6(ل <`(ه+3 L�J/ )> ]. ا,F6(ل L+63 <`(ه+:": ز3+>;
ا<( 73+(ر س2? اس? 3" . <�دم 3(!"، ,'؟ <+6.ا,+L، <+6.ا,+L /8++� 3" و-.د 3+(ر%L. اد3+(ت 3(!"

K$C ر)C دم ,+(ز دارن�د[ اس6" <)O6Qا Y%)7> '0% "C ]از �. خ(1 �خ.د; س+ L0! ن 23.رن),
و د%M" ا[ K$C o%)- "C، 3" او خ(1� 3 ])-�Y+Ob/ ] و 3�[ =<.زش و 3�[ ا[ @+\ه( ,>ار;، 

;�+M3 دم 23.ا%" %(د= "C '%)- ،?7+, .ز3(ن �3 "$C ا<+p cJ7/ . 7' از+JM,رس ه([ ا.C '()* ':ه
iC ]�3 "63 9(رس' %(د "%= ':, iC ادش ز%(د اس?، ,'؟<I/ Y3)C در ;<C ]رس ه([ در.C .  

 09� C L+$C '>" <( از ا,F6(ل <`(ه+V L`6'، <( *>اYQ در اد3+(ت خ.د، <( خ.د <( ا%H.ر: ! �زاد
 ،L%دار ),r.> ،L%ر دار)He )> ؟', ،L%73+(ر 3\رگ اد3' دار "$+#$V ،])ه "$+#$V  ،L%دار '@
 '3�h خ.د c7' /.س+JM,3" ز3(ن ا ;<! "C ])-:" ه�از%$( / �SCو  ا ،L%دار 'Cرود ،L%دار "I3را



(ه+e L�f% "C ',)9 ر%Z" و او,( @.ن 3( ا[ <`(ه+L، 3( و-.د /Rش !(ن، 3( اSC� ا[ <`. ه( !>;
73+(ر 9�ه$M' دار; =!$( ,_.دن، /�-:" ه(%' C" !>; 73+(ر س2? اس?، 73+(ر +h� Y3)Q درt و 
73+(ر <u7 !>; اس?، =%( خ.دت ه+j وQ? 3" 09� از[ ا69(د[ C" 3�[ دوس6([ خ(ر-' ات، %( 

  3�3 ،]�K$`/ cF9 ]، @+\[ ر; از اد3+(ت 9(رس' /�-:" C$' 3" ا,JM+7'؟ 
<09 "> ' 6$� f% <%)! "C L$C '> ز<(ن  . <" اSC�ا از ا,/ '7+JM�L$C '> ":- 3" 9(رس': +>;ز3

L$C ":-�/ '7+JM,از 9(رس' 3" ا "C L3" ا[ زود[ ه( ,'، و *()' ,'. 23.اه LM> . ]�1)3" خ
 Y_Q از[ C". از%0" /.ا,(%' از[ ر; در خ.د ,:' L$+3 و 3(%> 73+(ر L>)`3 در <.رد اد3+(ت 9(رس'

 "C ?7+, ':ص? ه�ود اس? و *()' 9<b> 73+(ر ز%(د L+ه)V= "> ا، ,'؟�M%3" د L63 o()F6,ا L%23.ا
L%�+M3 ل %(د)* K+e در "Z%دو�ه "> . f% "C ]از �3" خ(1 L,7' <+2.ا+JM,اد3+(ت ا "> '()*

L,و 3(%> 23.ا d60> اس? در Lاز درس 'Z23 .",)> ':, 'ا[ 9(رس�روز. ا<( -(%' 3 f% "C '6Qو 
  3�L6ZV  3" ا89(,67(ن و 9�ص? ه:' ر; p+>ا C�دم 6Z+3 "C� وارد !.م 3" اد3+(ت 9(رس'، @�ا ,'؟ 

  
 
English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: What do you think about future of translation in Afghanistan? Because now 
the attention of world has turned to this place and we deal so much with the international 
community, especially using the English language. An expectation has developed. People 
say that, comparing us with Iran, people in Afghanistan understand English better. But 
then the problem is that they don’t understand Farsi. But in your opinion, in the future, 
will we have a growing need (for translation)? Will translation grow in Afghanistan? 
 
Zubaida: I don’t know about its growth. In Afghanistan for now, one of the most 
important things we need is good relations with the outside world, which we don’t have. 
Because people who establish these relations are not people who have the capacity for 
this work or want to do it properly. One of the ways of communications is our ability to 
understand their language and their ability to understand ours. If they know our language 
and we know theirs, then we can strengthen our relations. Then there is TV, radio or 
other things. We have lost control of those things already and it is now in hands of those 
that are giving a weird and strange image of us to the world and we can’t change it. But 
with language, we can change the language. Because it is fresh and nobody has paid 
attention to it. And it is something that the foreign forces or forces that control us haven’t 
seen the capacity to change it in us yet, right? They still don’t expect us to want to bring a 
change in the world through our language and change world’s perception of us. For this 
reason, if we start slowly and prove that we have this capacity to be fluent in our 
language and its usage and be fluent in their language and through this… 
 
Shaharzad: We can transfer concepts. 
 
Zubaida: Yes, transfer the concepts so that the only tool of communication and 
transferring concepts for us is not TV or photography, it is literature too, and people, 
right? We can, we can create change. But this is very difficult because there are economic 
issues. People need to work, eat, fill their stomachs. For that reason, they don’t have a 
place for education, studying and things like that. The other thing is that there is no place, 



no place to learn a language and get fluent in it. Right now, there are more English 
courses in Kabul then Dari courses, right? Nobody comes to teach anyone Dari. 
  
Shaharzad: You talked about transferring the concepts. In our literature, at least according 
to us, we have big literary treasures, right? We have Attar, Rumi, Rabeea, Rodaki1, and 
most of the translations of these works to English have been done by Westerners 
themselves. And despite their efforts, because of their lack of familiarity with these 
mystical concepts that have very strong cultural roots, their translations are very hard, 
very incomprehensible and transformed. Have you ever though about translating from 
Farsi literature to English for your foreign friends or for fun? 
 
Zubaida: I usually translate from English to Farsi. But I think that a time might come 
when I would want to translate from Farsi to English. But that will not be anytime soon, 
not now. Because I don’t see that ability in myself and I should know a lot about Farsi 
literature before wanting to transfer it to others, no? I have a very limited knowledge and 
now, I don’t have the opportunity to learn both of them at the same time. Now I am 
studying English literature because it is part of my study in school and I have to study. 
But there is no place for Farsi. Once I come back to Afghanistan and have the chance to 
learn more about Farsi literature, why not? 
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